INTEREST IN TAG DAY GROWING FAST

This Means of Giving Encourages Athletics Well Received.

So many men have volunteered to sell tags and seem so enthusiastic in their attitude that the committee feels assured of TAG DAY’S SUCCESS. While the committee’s first

questionnaire estimate of the financial gain was $150, it is now felt that the amount will very easily total $250, which means the sale of 2500 tags at ten cents each a day.

The Athletic Association will receive from $469 to $510 to complete the same. It is held to be impossible for meeting this goal as follows: the Institute Committee has awarded practically all they had, $200; there is a possibility of Tech selling all of their pledges, $55; TAG DAY will realize about $75. The remainder $20 to $25 will be made largely by gate receipts at the games to be held this spring. Another possible source of Income is Tech Show, 1913, which, if the Athletic Association is willing, will make it return the expected sum on the last day of May. This is exactly the way the situation stands, and it shows the importance of the $500 receipts expected on TAG DAY.

FRENCH CLUB TO MEET.

Members Will Give Sketch of Life of Palleron.

Tomorrow afternoon, at 5 o’clock, the Cercle Francia will hold its regular meeting in Room 30, Lowell. Owing to the fact that so few members were able to attend when the club held its meetings on Wednesday afternoon last week, it was decided to meet on Thursday.

The reading of the French play, “La Violette sur Ton S’Enluit,” will be continued. The reading of this play was postponed last week because of the absence of several members, and the explanation which the students made of the play will be given the following Tuesday.

The stage manager will make another announcement about the prize that will be awarded in the play; this will be given in the play’s midsummer scene.

REHEARSALS IMPROVE.

Coach Sanger to Go Over Second Act of Show This Afternoon.

Yesterday afternoon Mr. Sanger conducted a rehearsal of the cast and chorus of the Tech Women’s Opera. The rehearsal was somewhat belated, due to the fact that the women could not complete their work on time. The chorus, however, was improved and will be ready for the rehearsal on Monday.

A short sketch of the author, Palleron, will be given, and anyone interested in reading it should be able to add to the reading.

HARE AND HOUND RUN.

The Hare and Hound Club will hold practice run over the Tech course today. The meeting will be held to give the Hare and Hound Club members the chance to run and plan their course for next season.

GOLF CLUB MEETING.

Question of Links to Be Discussed Today.

At 1 o’clock, Thursday, in 29 Rooms, will be held an important meeting of the Golf Club. The officers report that all of last year’s members to present, and they also invite all other men interested in the sport to attend the meeting. The question of links will be taken up and discussed.

FLIERS TWO DOLLARS.

The attention of all activities and class officers is called to the fact that THIS TECH has raised its charges for the “FLIERS” two dollars. This makes the price of the “FLIERS” $10.00. This increase will probably be used, but in case a number of men join the club it will be necessary to procure other grounds on which to play.

M. A. H. S. MEN SPEND PLEASANT EVENING

Second Smoker of the Year Is Big Success—Plans for Future Talk Discussed.

Last evening, at 7.30 P. M., the Mechanics High School Club held a smoker in the Union. There was a large business meeting, at which the subject of the final banquet was discussed at some length. The date was not definitely fixed, but it will be about the first of May. On the evening most convenient to the members arrangements will be made by the Executive Committee to secure at least two speakers from the Mechanics High School, and at least one from the Institute. As has been the custom in previous years, the members of the class of the last year in the school will be invited to attend, so that they may get a better idea of the Institute, to which many of them hope to go, than has been possible from outside sources. The price of tickets will be fifty cents, the same as in former years.

After the business was closed cards were brought out and an enjoyable hour was spent with them. J. J. Hough was the first prize, which was a Tech banner. The booby prize a package of chocolates, went to Homer Rogers. Following the announcement of the winners refreshments were served and the meeting broke up at about 10.20, after a very enjoyable evening.

LIGHT MEN SELECTED.

Competition Very Close—Four More Men To Be Chosen.

The stage manager of Tech Show Mr. G. R. Thayer, ’13, has announced the selection of new men to run the lights in the Show. The competition was very close and the managers announced today that every man who took the examination was considered for the final selection.

The two men who will run the spot lights are Littlefield and Warren. Desmond, Wright and C. W. Brown will be on the stage lights, with three or four other men to be selected from among Bristow, Horton, Basolp, Lewis and Vail, who are practically tied in the competition.

The stage manager will make another announcement with these men for some time after the final selections are made.

C. A. ENTERTAINMENT.

Social to Be Held Next Friday Evening in the Union.

The Technology Christian Association will entertain the students at a social to be held at 7.30 Friday evening, March 21, in the Union. As this is the date of the annual election of officers there will be a short business meeting, in which it is hoped to have a discussion on the needs of the Association, and an announcement will be made of the successful candidates in the elections.

The details of the entertainment have not yet been learned, but it is certain that the members will be assured of an enjoyable evening.

T. C. A. ATTENDANCE.

Everyone turn out and help support athletic next Friday—TAG DAY.

WEATHER.

Forecast for Boston and vicinity: Wednesday, colder; brisk to high southern winds.

CALENDAR.

Wednesday, March 26, 1913.

4.00—Freshman Baseball Practice—Field.

4.30—Hare and Hounds—Back Bay Station.

Thursday, March 27, 1913.

9.00—Sophomore Baseball Practice—Field.

5.00—Cercle Francia—29 Lowell.

11.00—Meeting of Golf Club—Union.
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THE TECH has not as yet expressed an opinion on any particular provision in the new Constitution, except in general way, saying that we have felt that there should be a definite and well organized association under which the Institute Committee has real power to act.

In considering the membership of the Institute Committee as provided for in the new Constitution—the point which has so far caused the most discussion and criticism—we heartily agree that perhaps the most satisfactory provisions have not been made.

The matter of an executive committee has been suggested by many with various methods of procedure and many degrees of power. An upper house of government, or what would amount to the same if a strong executive were created, would have an effect which seems to us would altercage much of the criticism regarding the present members of the executive committee and that which is suggested. One man has been said to have no more power than the others, and that the upper committee should be appointed, more or less direct, by the Senate and House of the United States Government. We feel that neither would meet absolutely the needs of the association, unless it be the former, when membership could be established automatically by the amount of funds handled by an executiveness. The latter would doubtless be too unwise under any conditions to be a purely representative body.

There should be various checks, perhaps somewhat after the English system, with, however, the bulk of the power in the upper committee.

We sincerely hope that any men who have been giving this matter their attention will come forward now with further suggestions and criticisms.

THE TECH SHOW.

With the approach of the spring term, Go to the TECH SHOW! tickets, the Undergraduate support of the TECH SHOW is a matter of the day. That the support should not be as good as usual, is unquestioned, but the SHOW faces a situation this year calling for a record.

TECHNIQUE BASEBALL
MEN DEFY THE TECH SHOW

Managers of Teams Send Letter Boasting of Their Prowess.

The following letter has been received from the managers of the Technique baseball team. We will not endeavor to make any comments thereon, but will allow the results of the game to be played April 18, before the proper Technique Press.

BOSTON, March 26—TECHNIQUE has completed its spring practice with half a night of work under the careful eye of its eminent coach, and is ready to face the other college teams and its opponents, newspaper and advertising teams. The prospects are good for a tremendous success, a result that will make the Institute proud of itself and its predecessors.

THE TECH SHOW was started in 1898 by the Student body. It is a difficult matter for the Union House Committee to keep the Reunion House Committee to keep the atmosphere of the TECH SHOW will be as good as usual is un-

A FRIEND IN NEED

Terms at this season, not only to "thoughts of love," but as well to the proper rail in which to follow his guests. We can start him joyously

A Young Man's Fancy

We sincerely hope that any men who have been giving this matter their attention will come forward now with further suggestions and criticisms.

SUIT OR OVERCOAT $25.00 to $50.00

BURKE & CO., Inc., TAILORS
Harvard Sq., Cambridge. 18 School St.; 843 Washington St., Boston
Andover, Mass. Hamilton, N. H.

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL
Huntington Avenue, Exeter and Blagden Streets
BOSTON, MASS.

ANNOUNCE THE ARRIVAL OF A COMPLETE
Spring and Summer Stock of High Grade Fabrics.
We are making a specialty of full dress suits. A suggestion to you. Come up and see about a new dress suit, in time for the Junior Week Parties. We can handle you right for both quality and price. Tel. B. B. 2937.

THE WINDSOR CAFE
78 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Back Bay's latest and most up-to-date acquisition. The restaurant for the Discerning Resident, Businessman, and Student. Excellent cuisine and moderate prices, Properly lighted and ventilated.

DIRECTLY OPPOSITE MECHINCAS BUILDING

FULLY PREPARED TO SATISFATORIALLY FULFILL THE DEMANDS OF THE STUDENT BODY.

CONTANCE & SANTELLOS

486 Boylston Street
TECH BOWLING LEAGUE

Two Games Yesterday—Several Men Failed to Show Up.

Two hotly contested games were witnessed last evening at the Trinity Court Bowling Alleys, where the members of the Technology Bowling League engaged themselves in friendly competition. Team No. 4 defeated Team No. 3 by a score of 1284 to 1155. One of the losses of two of their men, Team No. 3 is still ahead of Team No. 5, which won over Team No. 5 by a score of 156 to 118, the latter being short one man.

THE TECH has Credit, that will be sold at a discount, with stores selling the following articles:

Men's Furnishings
Tailors
Shoes
Hotel Due Bills
Fountain Pens

Charles Wesley Hearn
Artist Photographer
729 Boylston St.
Official Photographer for
Pompano 1912 & 1918

Most reasonable rates for excellent work.
Have your picture taken now and exchange with your friends in the Senior Class who are soon to leave you.

All Goods Required by Students at
Mclachlan's
502 Boylston Street
Drawing Instruments and Materials
Fountain Pens
Text Books

MECHANICALS TO HEAR PROF. PEAODY

Will Give Illustrated Lecture on "Oil Burning" Next Friday.

Professor C. H. Peaody, head of the Naval Architectural Course at the Institute, will speak before the Mechanical Engineering Society at its meeting in Room B next Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock. Professor Peaody will talk on "Oil Burning," and the lecture will be illustrated with lantern slides. Some of the pictures to be shown are cuts from the book "Steam Boilers," which was written by Professors Peaody and Miller, and which was only recently published. The talk will be of considerable interest, and the officers of the society extend their invitation to attend this meeting to men of all courses.

The officers have several good speakers scheduled to talk at the society's meetings during the remaining year. The speakers are well-known engineers throughout the country, and they will speak on subjects of interest to mechanical engineers. They include two plant experts, one mill engineer and one boiler expert. The annual banquet of the Mechanical Engineers will be held toward the end of next month.

New officers for next year will be elected soon, and the nominations will take place in the near future, followed by the election. The officers now have the society's plan on hand, and any member wishing one can obtain it from these men. The exceptions for the A. S. M. E. Journal will be received by the officers also.

The Sophomores who are new eligible to membership are requested to hand in their names to the officers or to drop them in the box under the society bulletin board in Engineering B.

FRESHMAN BASEBALL

Candidates Make an Excellent Showing at Practice.

This is the second week of practice for the Freshman baseball men, and more candidates are expected to come out this week than were out during last week. It has been decided that practice will be held on Monday and Friday afternoon. A large number of men reported week, most of whom were infield candidates. This means that there is plenty of chance for outfielders, and it is hoped that many will take advantage of this opportunity and come out. Last Monday afternoon about twenty men reported and made an excellent showing. After a short time spent in filling two scrub teams were organized and the men were given a chance to bring out their batting qualities. Prospective candidates are asked to keep in mind the fact that those who come out for baseball and report regularly for practice will be excused from gym.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY

Talk to be Given by Head of Large Holyoke Paper Mill.

The Chemical Society will give an opportunity to hear a lecture on "The Problems of a Paper Mill Chemist" next Friday evening, when Mr. M. P. Carreth, a graduate of the Institute and head of the Holyoke plant of the American Paper Company, will address them. The officers of the society state that Mr. Carreth has many interesting things to say and they desire of having as many members present as possible. The meeting will be held in the Union at 7:45 on the evening of March 28, and promises to be one of the most interesting and instructive meetings ever held under the auspices of the society.

It won't leak
MOORE'S
Distinctive Pen

Minimize your fountain pen troubles by owning a Moore's. It is the safest, soundest, dependably most dependable pen known. Its strength lies in its very simplicity. Nothing better to go out of your way for than a Moore's Non-leakable. The safest, soundest and most dependable pen known. Its strength lies in its very simplicity. Nothing better to go out of your way for than a Moore's Non-leakable.

If you want to get a double hitch on a laurel wreath—write things worth reading, or do things worth writing.
Young Mens Hats
for Every Occasion

COLLINS & FAIRBANKS COMPANY
363 WASHINGTON STREET - BOSTON

Classified Advertisements and Notices

FACULTY NOTICE.
Fourth Year Hydraulic Engineering.
Course VI. Sections 1, 2, and 6, will meet Wednesdays at 10 o'clock, in 30 Boylston, beginning March 19th, and on Saturdays, in 21 Engineering, as usual.

WALTER HUMPHREY, Registrar.

PRESTON'S
Coffee House
OPEN ALL NIGHT
1036 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON

Telephone. 21717 B. B.

Ask for
WARD'S STATIONERY

Ward's Writing Paper and Envelopes, Stationery Variety, Engraved Invitations, Reception and Visiting Cards, Banquet Menus, Coats of Arms, Crests and Monograms, Student's Supplies.

WARD'S 57-63 Franklin St.
BOSTON

THE ADVANTAGES WE OFFER

PROGRESSIVE methods, large resources and two conveniently located, thoroughly modern bank buildings, combine to make this institution the most desirable depository in New England.

Interest-bearing accounts subject to check may be opened either at Court Street or Temple Place, and the two offices used interchangeably for the transaction of your banking business.

You are cordially invited to inspect the modern Safe Deposit Vaults at either office.

Old Colony Trust Company

Court Street
Temple Place

The Original

TECH BARBER SHOP
Increased Business. Increased Help. Everything Renovated.

M. LEVENSTON

To

Dress

To

Prince Albert

Lct

and Tobacco Suits

12 School Street, Boston
Room

Telephone, 3315

HERRICK, COPELY SQUARE

Choice Seats for all Theatres

Keezer

360 COLUMBIA AVENUE

and Central Theatres, Inc.

Students' used clothing and other personal effects bought by

Highest prices paid for same.

HOTEL CUMBERLAND

34-36 SCHOOL STREET

Southwest cor. Broadway and Fifty-Fourth St.

Bostons' used clothing and other personal effects bought by

Highest prices paid for same.

HOTEL CUMBERLAND

34-36 SCHOOL STREET

Southwest cor. Broadway and Fifty-Fourth St.
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